EXTRAS

Schiit Audio
Magni 3 headphone amplifier
MEASURING ONLY 127 x 32 x
89mm (WxHxD), the Magni 3 is
designed for use with a wide range
of dynamic headphones, including
in-ear and planar magnetic designs.
Its power output claims to deliver up
to 2000mW RMS continuous into
32ohm, with both channels driven.
Eschewing low-cost op-amps, the
high-speed, DC-coupled, currentfeedback design with switchable gain
instead opts to use discrete
components and bipolar
semiconductors throughout. Preamp
outputs are also on hand to enable it
to drive desktop-powered monitor
speakers for a complete system or
to connect to a conventional power
amp and speaker setup. This unit
also incorporates a built-in 15-20
second time-delayed start-up and
instant shut-down to eliminate
glitches or pops either through
headphones or speakers.

The rear panel has two pairs
of RCA phono sockets for
the line inputs and outputs,
separated by a high/low gain
switch so that it can match
up with a wide range of
headphone sensitivities.

Wait for it

Using my valve PrimaLuna ProLogue
Eight Mk.2 CD player as a source, I
connect a Sennheiser HD 800 S (HFC
411) to the 6.35mm socket to the
right of the rotary volume control on
the front of the unit. I have to wait a
few seconds after switch-on for the
output protection relay to engage,
which it does with a gentle click.
A fantastic Decca CD of Vivaldi’s
Gloria in D major has a bright and
clear presentation right from the
opening trumpet blasts through to the
choral performance from the Choir of
Saint John’s College. A full orchestral

recording of Hans Zimmer’s Wheel Of
Fortune demonstrates how well the
Magni 3 handles everything from the
quieter sections to the powerful drums
that propel you through the music. All
of the intricacies of the piece are spot
on and the slightly menacing section
near the end of the piece has plenty
of detail. The Magni 3 is a great little
headphone ampliﬁer with an
extremely attractive price tag. NR

DETAILS
PRICE
£110
TELEPHONE
01494 956558
WEBSITE
electromod.co.uk
OUR VERDICT

Tellurium Q
Black Waveform HF digital RCA interconnect
RELUCTANT TO SHARE details
about the materials used in its cables,
one thing Tellurium Q can share with
us about the Black Waveform is that
it is developed from the previous
Waveform range of cables, with
improved shielding and what it calls
“other interesting developments”
designed to aid its digital signal
carrying capabilities. It can be
supplied with BNC or RCA connectors
at either one or both ends.

DETAILS
PRICE
£390 for a 1m cable
TELEPHONE
01458 251997
WEBSITE
telluriumq.com
OUR VERDICT

Black magic

Using my PrimaLuna ProLogue Eight
Mk.2 CD player as a source and my
Cambridge Audio Stream Magic 6 V2
(HFC 393) acting as an external DAC,
I position the interconnect between
the corresponding coaxial digital
connections. I start off by spinning
a silver disc of The Silver Violin
performed by Nicola Benedetti. Her
breath-taking performance of John
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Williams’ Schindler’s List is totally
captivating and extremely moving.
Meanwhile, the ﬁnal movement
of Korngold’s Violin Concerto has
tremendous excitement while Nicola’s
exuberant performance is brilliantly
conveyed by the cable.
A great recording of Charles
Avison’s Concerto Grosso No.10 in
D major treats me to a sound that
is both musical and compelling with
well controlled double basses
positioned alongside a clear and

precise top end. Finally, turning to
some more upbeat techno music
sees GoGo Penguin’s Initiate clearly
demonstrating just how well the
powerful bass line drives the music
forward. The occasional vocal
sounds that are interspersed in the
music are clear and well deﬁned.
The sound seems to ﬁll every nook
and cranny in my listening room,
showing how well the cable
contributes to the production
of a large soundstage. NR
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